DI&A Campus Symposium
Virtual

9:00 - 9:25 AM

WELCOME & RECOGNITION
Hear highlights from the DI&A Annual Report, meet the first cohorts of Mines DI&A Ambassadors and Men Advocates for Gender Equity, and recognize the 2020 DI&A award recipients.

9:30 - 11:30 AM

DEPT/CAMPUS UNIT FLASH TALKS
Listen to 4-minute overviews from department and campus unit representatives on standout initiatives and progress on implementation plan goals.

1:00 - 2:00 PM

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: MINIMIZING MICROAGGRESSIONS
Through interactive skill-building group work, learn how to identify and challenge microaggressions (unintentional slights or invalidations often directed toward members of underrepresented communities) when they arise and how to become agents of change.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: ALLIES FOR GENDER EQUITY
Presented by Mines Advocates. During this interactive, scenario-based workshop, the Advocate facilitators invite Mines men to discuss incidents experienced by women colleagues and appropriate actions to take in those situations. The content of this workshop was created in consultation with the Mines Women Advisory Board and was designed for the men audience.

2:05 - 3:00 PM

DI&A: REAL TALK
Congressional redistricting. The concept of fit. Whiteness in the outdoors. General allyship & equity. These are just a sample of the important topics members of Student Life’s DI&A: Real Talk committee invite their colleagues to learn about and discuss through active dialogue each week. During this session, attendees will learn the genesis of this initiative, the value of dialogue with the intent to learn and practice using the dialogue framework through topics of diversity, equity, inclusion and access.

3:05 - 3:30 PM

CLOSING & COMMUNITY CHALLENGE